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C

risis response (CR) capabilities of CRPF as the oldest
and largest Central Armed Police Force (CAPF)
were put to test along with all global entities during the
pandemic in generating Covid Response (CR) that could
give tactical edge to frontline IS warriors, not only to keep
themselves unaffected and fighting fit but also safeguard
the community and facilitate their sustenance through
this turmoil.
CRPF LEGACIES

Being the oldest (since 1939) and largest (over
3.25 lakh) CAPF, this Force has developed a culture of
well-customised responses in crisis situations of varied
nature. May it be conflict grids of northeast insurgency,
J&K militancy, Punjab terrorism, Left-wing extremism or
disaster upheavals during earthquakes, floods, lightning
and sea-storms or place-specific outbursts of nature,
of bio-diseases, chemical-induced accidents, radiation
leakages and so on, the institutional strength built over a
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period of time makes the Force distinct. The Force, before
various border-guards came into existence, also repulsed
sudden attacks from the neighbouring countries on the
border, venturing into unknown high-risk territories,
putting their life at stake. It is this USP of the Force which
formed the ground for a firm counter-Covid response.

COVID MYSTERIES
Initially, in the beginning of 2020, there were
no clear-cut findings emerging with respect to the
pandemic and fearful depictions on social media
platforms generated deep fear psychosis in people at
large. At least three of the five sensory abilities were
under the scanner– touch, smell and taste. And that
also necessitated minimum distancing, looking into the
configuration and behaviour of the virus, as percolating
from research labs’ findings from time to time. Human
to human spread, sudden eruption and quick deaths,
unaffected by geographical differentiations across the
globe, all these factors mattered. The pandemic did not
weaken either by distance, rate of mutation or climatic
changes, as could be true for various localised viruses.
Apprehensions of a well-programmed, laboratory-leaked
virus also gained ground. Focus shifted on breaking
the chain through physical distancing, quarantine and
isolation. Then came the preventive code of handwashing,
mask and PPE kit whose Qualitative Requirements
were not known. Amidst half-baked truths and fear of
the unknown leading to respiratory examination that
were at times fatal, the people resorted to all types of
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frantic behaviour. Multiple types of medications, right
from herbs to chemicals, floated in the market; too
much too soon! Many fast movers ventured into the fray
and floated many items as counter-Covid measures till
quality specifications of various recommended counterCovid inventories or preventive aids were specified by
competent authorities and guidelines evolved.
FRIENDS TURN FOE

The first outburst of fear psychosis also witnessed
throwing out of Covid warriors, like doctors and cops,
from the rented premises. The relatives started distancing
with a given hate factor. The workers were disowned and
abandoned in the civic society. The police and internal
security agencies had to face the brunt of such an exodus.
The lockdown declared at national level could not
perhaps predict such a behavioural outburst. Urban class
thought that the people living in closed spaces could be
a threat as the virus spread from human to human. All
moralities and rationalities came to a standstill when it
came to life and death and lack of reliable inputs. In such
a situation, CRPF, being the pan-India Force, took the
charge of feeding those on the streets, educating them
and doing what best it could to to assist the community
in coping with the situation. Even CRPF did not know the
right response, but the culture of confidence to counter
a crisis (let me call it the C-4 factor) worked very well.
It played a big blind move with a confidence that came
from 82 years of experience in handling various crises.
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LEARNING FROM INITIAL PITFALLS
The experiences of 31 Bn, CRPF in the beginning
itself with increasing outburst of Covid emerged as
the eye-opener for all – the cautious Covid guidelines,
minimum quarantine period for those returning from
leave or tour, access to control systems, open spaces, time
and resource roasters. A quick review was held in ample
details that provided a solid framework for the future as
we would witness ahead.
RESPONSE VISUALISATION AND PLANNING

A meeting at CRPF headquarters was called to discuss
the strategy. One school of thought said that it would be
dangerous to tread into unknown territory, perhaps relying
too much on the idiom, ‘fools rush in, where angels fear to
tread’. It stressed upon the premise that CRPF need not
be proactive. CRPF shall come to the aid of states if called
for any help for logistics. The other school, led by Director
General himself, propounded that the situation of a crisis
of this type are very rare. The history of CRPF amply
indicates that it is the People’s Force which subscribes to
being proactive; even at the cost of risking our lives, let
us serve the community as best as we can, given the best
known counter-Covid norms. By that time, the guidelines
of breaking the chain, distancing, masking, hand wash,
etc. had started emerging. Finally, the intrinsic culture
of the Force prevailed and warriors at various locations
did what was expected – distributing food, providing safe
shelters, promoting hand wash and promoting masks. The
Director General even took up the case with the Ministry
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of Home Affairs and argued that being a pan-India Force
at more than 1,600 locations, it was granted a Rs 10 crore
grant for counter-Covid facilitation of the local commune
under the Civic Action Programme.
Proactive Collaboration on Federal Grid

• In the month of March itself, DG assured all
state Chief Secretaries of CRPF’s assistance to
states. This was diligently followed up by field
formations.
• All formations of CRPF were directed to
give maximum possible assistance to state
governments related to the following:
• Transportation and logistics support for
various needs.
• Space in CRPF campuses for storage of
medicines/equipment, etc.
• Administrative support and manpower
for helping in distribution of essential
commodities, food, medicines and so on.
• Water tankers for distribution of water.
• Cooking of food and its distribution to the
needy and poor, including migrant workers in
the close vicinity of CRPF locations.
• Accommodation in CRPF campuses for
specialised teams, etc., if and when required.
• Assistance to local administration in the
enforcement of lockdown, as requisitioned.
• Pitching of tents for providing places for
resting and arranging food stalls/water/
basic medical care on highways for migrant
labourers returning home.
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•

Joining hands with various stakeholders in
creating awareness about Covid.

RISK RESPONSE CULTURE

Covid-led perceptions differed in each conflict grid of
CRPF. The J&K theatre, having a large number of security
forces of different nature, initially followed a cautious
approach as insisted upon by the state administration.
Later, the State left it to the Forces themselves to evolve
mechanisms best suited to them. In the LWE areas, the
Forces were largely concentrated in rural areas. During
the initial phase, they remained safe, but later came under
high risk on arrival of migrant labour back to villages
where the exodus from urban areas completed its chain.
The North Eastern theatre had a situation somewhere
midway between the two. Nevertheless, it was on the
median mode. The urban centres definitely took a toll as
CRPF (and specifically RAF) was deployed in containment
zones. A large number of personnel carried viral load
from these areas. Many got infected due to large-scale
contact during public handling with migrant labourers,
protesting crowds at Shaheen Bagh in Delhi or disorder
in situations like in the Mumbai metropolis. However,
CRPF warriors encountered the invisible enemy with a
confidence that was part of its distinct culture well set in
the warrior creed.
Hot Spot Challenges

• CRPF units, deployed in Mumbai (Maharashtra),
Jammu & Kashmir and Delhi stepped out in
a major way and extended a helping hand to
the community through various innovative
programmes and mass awareness campaigns
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on Covid-19 precautions. Since the personnel
in these areas got infected in greater numbers,
special measures were taken to prevent and
contain the spread.

Spillover effects of Covid from Urban to Rural Areas

• Units deployed in the most backward and remote
tribal areas of the country extended all possible
help and assistance to the people in such areas.
• Approximately more than four lakh poor and
tribal people benefited in these trying times
because of the sincere and selfless services
rendered by CRPF.
• Actions of the Force were widely praised in the
print and electronic media and lauded by the
local people and district administration.

INNOVATIONS AMIDST VULNERABILITIES

‘Legacy matters’ – this statement was lived to its core
by the CRPF warriors. Hand-wash machines operated by
foot were customised, food-supply systems were evolved
with time and space gaps, single use and throw away,
materials were put in use, masks were locally stitched by
families, soaps and sanitisers were procured in bulk and
packed in easyto-carry containers as low-cost options.
Immunity-boosting kadhas and other nature-friendly
methods were adopted. And when the community
demands swelled, CRPF Northern Sector rose to the
occasion and put in a machine on collaborative mode
for large-scale production of masks. The massive supply
chain even supported the other Covid warriors in medical
fraternity, including those at the AIIMS, New Delhi. The
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sanitising cabins or walkways were also made in the
beginning, though abandoned later owing to findings to
the contrary. Office spaces were rearranged. Time gaps
were maintained for workplace arrival and departures.
Over a period of time, face shields were also used by
individuals at work, followed by screens on the office
table at a few places.
WORK CULTURE CHANGES

CRPF work culture during the Covid-period
witnessed gradual changes. Being a pan-India Force
deployed in different geo-cultural grids, no single
response modification could fit in all cases. In operational
areas, the focus continued on countering the terror
elements and ‘social distancing’ seemed irrelevant. In
administrative domains, it did make an impact as per
the Government of India guidelines under the Disaster
Management Act. Increasing focus on e-platforms, time
spacing, physical spacing, reduction in office strength on
roaster basis found their way. Those conscientious souls,
who could not afford work-avoidance, did work despite
all odds. Yet, being a fighting Force, the operational
commanders had their hands full. In addition to
operational commitment, saving the local community,
augmenting their Covid-safety lessons and habits and
ensuring essential protective inventories from soap to
safety masks became the neo-cultural drills which many
of the warriors undertook willingly and added meaning
to their existence as Covid warriors, in a new avtar.
Access control checks, sanitisation drills, 2-yard distance
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did become the new norm.

Inbuilt Response Capacities During Criticalities

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

CRPF on realising that taking precautions was
the only cure, issued containment measures
to all establishments. 18 Quarantine Centres
and 5 Isolation Centres were established panIndia with a capacity of 1,800 and 40 beds
respectively.
Besides, 19 Composite Hospitals with a bed
capacity of over 1,000 were designated as
Dedicated Care Health Centres (DCHC) for
this purpose.
Further, two Covid Care Centres (Level-I) with
a bed capacity of 20 and 50 in New Delhi were
made functional as a crash measure.
Quarantine Centres at all units/institutions
were established where all personnel
returning from leave were kept in quarantine.
Social distancing was enforced at each office/
institute. CRPF worked with skeletal staff as
per feasibility in times of lockdown.
Social distancing became the mantra during
travelling, meetings and other day-to-day
activities. During the lockdown, only 10 per
cent of Group C & D staff and 50 per cent of
officers were allowed to attend office at any
given time; the rest worked from home.
All innovations were put on stringent tests.
This was important because, while the Force
was in the learning stage, it was imperative
that all experiments were duly researched and
findings collated to yield optimum results.
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WORK FROM HOME A REALITY
Like any other organisation that actively stressed
through the Covid crisis to fulfil its operational
commitments, CRPF personnel, on getting impacted or
in order to avoid congestion at workplace as per Covid
norms, quickly adopted to work from home mode. Except
when severely infected or under treatment or in isolation
mode, the senior officials kept up their commitments.
The Director General himself was quarantined once
on returning from Chhattisgarh ops areas during the
Covid crisis, having come in indirect contact with
another CRPF official who tested positive. In this chainbreaking quarantine, the CRPF home became a singleman office. Necessity taught all techniques of modern
communication in real time.
FIELD VISITS DURING COVID

An operational Force has to be active even in a standstill situation and with CRPF, the operational demands
are much more. J&K as well as LWE theatres of lowintensity conflict kept the Forces engaged, while the
counter-Covid response was a further challenge. Field
visits and movements by senior ranks are essential to
keep the organic element of the Force at its culminating
best. During lockdown of air services, MHA air-wing
services were taken or road transport was resorted to
even at the cost of long hours of travelling on road. When
air services partially opened, the CRPF troops used these
options with care initially and later with confidence,
given the Covid safe-travel experience.
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INTER-PERSONAL RELATIONS AND
COMMUNICATIONS
The golden principle of ‘connecting’ with all the
personnel in crisis was followed more dominantly as a
matter of strategy by the top leadership. Besides direct
SMS to all the 3.25 lakh personnel from the Director
General and other senior commands, twitter handles,
Facebook, WhatsApp and video conferencing (VC) modes
were adopted to maintain the direct samvad (dialogue).
BISAG and Vande Bharat from Gujarat also came in aid
for ‘on demand’ link with ‘anywhere anytime’ feature.
This facilitated direct interaction and query resolution
through telephone link. This filled the gaps where VC
could not be resorted to. Anybody could call their senior
commands directly and no restrictions were imposed in
the name of regimental channels.
Real Time Channels of Communication with CRPF Warriors

•

•

•

A Covid helpline at 4 Zone Hqrs, 23 Sector
Hqrs, 56 Range Hqrs (including adm. and ops.),
43 Group Centres, 22 training institutions and
252 battalions; total 400 units, establishments
and institutions of CRPF were set up for
serving the retired personnel and civil public.
This Helpline number was widely circulated
through formal channels and through social
media so that the personnel could approach
us and inform their families and relatives in
these states to seek help, if required.
A Covid-19 Helpline (011-26174200) at
N.S. Staff Camp, R.K. Puram, New Delhi was
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•

•

installed under the overall supervision of
Medical Directorate, CRPF where medical
consultations related to Covid-19 disease
were shared with the needy personnel.
In addition to the above, a CRPF ‘Madadgaar’
Covid-19 Helpline at Kashmir (J&K) was
made –pan-India helpline for serving, retired
and civil public from 26 March, 2020.
Over 75,000 calls were received and redressed
from various levels. CRPF assisted callers
directly, wherever possible and also sought
help of civil police/authorities where direct
access was not possible. Every grievance was
attended to and all possible help provided
swiftly to the needy and the role of CRPF
Madadgaar was widely appreciated during
the time of Covid.

SPACE REDESIGNING

Access control points were redesigned to provide
separate entry, exit, sanitisation procedures, Rapid
Antigen Tests for fever, etc. Similarly, barracks were
extended or temporary shelters created for barrack
spacing; new mobile toilets and bathing spaces were
created. The mess area and dinning spaces too witnessed
innovative changes as per local initiatives. Later a group
was formed to redesign the spaces in consultation with
private architects who had done R&D in the matter
by that time. Furniture, office-seating arrangements,
meeting arrangements too witnessed a quick change.
Spacing of minimum 2 metres was ensured, depending
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upon the pre-existing frameworks. Yet the desired
modifications could not go beyond 30-40 per cent
of the standard norms. As usual, reality lags behind.
Where closed spaces were scarce, open grounds came
to the rescue in a ‘gypsy’ mode. Later, the government
also permitted hiring spaces to cope with the space
shortages. The new designs now have the imprint of
the expert group recommendations on Covid-safe work
spaces or living areas in CRPF.
Re-designing CRPF Habitat

•

•

•

•
•

A large number of CRPF personnel were
engaged in executing duties at hot spots and
containment zones. On their return to the
camps, strict social distancing was ensured as
per protocol.
Considering the nature of duties and living
status of CRPF, financial powers to each Head
of office was enhanced for hiring additional
space, dharamshala, building and hotel, etc.
to maintain social distancing and quarantine
facilities.
To observe strict social distancing, redesigning of camps was carried out at
the platoon/section levels. Men were
accommodated in demarcated barracks and
rooms as a compact element by maintaining
proper social distancing norms.
Dedicated washrooms were earmarked for
each platoon/barrack.
While proceedings on active ops duty, platoons
were asked to travel only in their dedicated
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•
•
•

vehicles with 30-40 per cent of maximum
capacity.
The points of embarking and disembarking
from vehicles were broadly fixed for each
section/platoon for hotspots in urban areas.
Different/staggered time-slots for dining,
bathing and washing were allotted.
Every barrack as well as room was fumigated/
disinfected every weekend.

CAPACITY BUILDING AGAINST COVID

This was a huge task before the country and so also
before the largest internal security Force. Besides new
lessons, new protective inventories, the curative Covid
capacities were a challenge. In tune with MHA and health
ministry guidelines, fewer clinics, test centres, quarantine
centres, isolation wards and Covid hospitals were created
as well as integrated with other networked places for the
purpose under the overall initiative of the government.
Severely infected, the load exceeded the capacity and
in one instance, 9-10 CRPF warriors kept moving from
one place to another for want of treatment space or bed.
Gradually additional capacities were created. Special
attention was paid to the Covid warriors. MHA took
special measures in even earmarking a few hospitals
for police personnel. Immunity boosters, dietary habits,
exercise patterns, ‘gala-habits’, all underwent a change
so that the body built the capacity to fight infections,
develop immunity and sustain the shocks. Mental and
emotional strengthening measures were also put in
place. Additional medical inventories, like test kits, PPE
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material, ventilators, oxymeters and other advanced
scanners were purchased under emergency mode from
designated sources or open market, as per the need.
CRPF Internal Architecture for Covid Warriors

•

•
•

19 Quarantine Centres, two Covid Care
Centres (CCC) and 19 Dedicated Covid Health
Centres (DCHC) were created by CRPF to
control the spread of Covid-19 pandemic and
their capacity.
350 medical officers (doctors) and 825
paramedical staff of CRPF were deployed in
Covid Care Centres created/manned by CRPF.
Over 14,000 Covid patients were treated by
CRPF.

HUMAN EXODUS MANAGEMENT

This aspect needs repeated mention in the Covidresponse depiction of CRPF. Whereas CRPF segments
in urban areas facilitated the exodus and gave them
food as well as Covid-protective inventories, the CRPF
segments in rural areas saved them from attacks as by
that time word had spread at many places that they were
the couriers of the virus now. It is indeed a fact that in
many states, in rural areas, villagers had cut off the roads
to prevent any outsider from coming – villagers created
a shield in this way. When that shield was broken, the
families witnessed clashes. How human mind changes in
crisis, one could see. One person who travelled hundreds
of miles to meet the family as he was missing them,
returned without meeting and even informing his kith
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and kin only 50 kms short of his house when he came to
know that his spouse had got infected.
Helping Hand to Displaced Citizens

•

•

During the lockdown period, a common sight
in various parts of the country was poor
migrants walking endlessly to reach their
native places. CRPF formations facilitated
them in every possible way by offering
vehicles, arranging shelter and providing
food.
As the Central Government decided to
allow movement of stranded persons, trains
were started to take migrants, stuck in the
city, to their native places. Before boarding
trains, migrant workers were directed to get
screening done for the Corona virus infection.
In a hope to reach their homes, thousands of
such workers gathered at various assigned
locations. CRPF formations helped in getting
them screened and tested and also assisted in
distribution of food packets among them. The
role of CRPF was lauded by one and all.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

For a fighting Force, inventory management is an
indispensable function. The cost of any fault in the
system could be very high. Covid put the administrative
inventory on the critical list, as old became irrelevant
and new inventories got added. Government guidelines,
realising the criticalities of security Forces and police,
did permit movement and inventory transactions, yet
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the supply of essentials too became crucial as supply
modes emanated from private domains. The online
system facilitated by controlling government agencies
provided facilitation tools for working smoothly during
the lockdown regimes. After initial lockdown all over
the country, leverage was given to federal governments.
Accordingly, regional variations were also factored in
for route, timings, permission and quarantine checks.
Capacity Building for Covsafe Inventories: Masks and PPE Kits

•

•

•

•

•

Indigenous manufacturing of PPE kits, cloth
masks and 3-ply masks at low cost was done
by CRPF. These protective gears were stitched
from polyester cotton material 67/33 which
is reusable after sterilisation.
Bulk manufacturing was envisaged for supply
to frontline health workers/personnel. These
items were stitched by willing workers and
tailors of CRPF who performed as frontline
warriors.
Adequate protective gears @ 10,000 PPE kits,
10,000 3-ply surgical masks and 30,000 N-95
masks were distributed to all Quarantine
Centres and Isolation-cum-Treatment Centres.
Financial powers of Commandant under the
financial head ‘Hospital Necessities’ were
enhanced from Rs 25,000/- to Rs 2.5 lakh
as one time measure to enable them to buy
masks and disinfectants.
CRPF establishments/institutions distributed
over a million items of the following nature to
the poor and destitute people:
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¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

PPE kits
Sanitisers and soaps
General hygiene items
Various medical accessories

Besides food supply, the protective and curative
inventories were well managed within CRPF by making
special provisioning and medical teams, as the situation
demanded decentralisation of financial powers up to
company level. Local commanders networked very well
with the local administration; rather at a few places,
community supplies were also facilitated by CRPF.
MANAGING FEAR, INFORMATION BLACK HOLES

Come what may, mental strength has been the key
pillar. Fear management and in particular, fear of the
unknown amidst colossal, unwarranted, damaging
contents was a major challenge. Hence, role modelling
by senior commanders in taking all precautions and
yet be visible, mobile and blissfully active remained
the key success factors in confidence building. The
vertical connect from top to bottom by e-platforms did
wonders. The administrative and medical branches sent
timely advisories in consonance with MHA and Health
Ministry directives. When people started recovering,
they too became role models. The information about
Covid precaution, cure and victory was translated into
operative regimes and widely shared through official
channels as well as social media platforms. Address by
leading medical experts and counsellors organised by
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CRPF as well as CRPF Family Welfare Association did
help in mitigating these gaps.
LIFE MUST GO ON

Having perpetually faced high-risk conflict zones,
having sacrificed over 2,200 bravehearts over a long spell
of hybrid warfares, having come back victorious time and
again, the inner zeal of the Force that ‘life must go on’
never did any U-turn. Hence, aptitude for finding ways
and means to normalise became a great driver. Despite
60-odd deaths over a period of eleven months, it did not
deter life within the CRPF; rather new ways to reach the
soldiers at ground zero, new ways of having sammelan or
badakhana, were carved out. People innovatively evolved
new ways to keep distance, sanitise their hands and avoid
direct contacts. Covid safe travel, Covid safe stay in guest
houses, Covid safe cooking – all found their way forward
for the simple reason that the Force never knew how to
stop – Chalte Raho Pyare Force, as traditionally called as
a matter of pun.
EVENTS AND RITUALS

Post lockdown, the activities were restarted with
Covid safe procedures in place. CRPF organised first
e-POP; first e-foundation function; Covid-safe Divyang
Cycle rally from Sabarmati, Gujarat to Rajghat, New
Delhi; Covid safe 3A volleyball matches; Covid safe run
on Rajpath and at places of deployment pan-India; NCDE
inauguration and dissemination through e-mode and so
on. Later Covid safe procedures became widely accepted
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when mega events of bhumipujan at Shivamogga,
Karnataka and launching of CAPF Ayushman Bharat
Scheme were successfully organised by CRPF – that drew
applause from all quarters. Hon’ble Home Minister graced
the occasion as the Chief Guest on both these occasions,
whereas all previous events enjoyed the blessings of
MoS-rank dignitaries.
COMMUNITY CONFLUENCE

One of the CRPF success mantras is community
confluence – the great synergetic response. Community
is the goal as well as a resource in itself. CRPF also
used, besides normal interactive modes, music clips
specially made in form of songs and hand tunes, poster
competition, webinars, WhatsApp messaging, etc. Social
media canvassing and propagation of events did attract
attention in carrying them through the perceived tide.
CRPF parivar too joined the moments of grace and
gratitude when the nation lit candles and echoed the
bells, generating new synergies. Community-led synergy
evolves new vistas that could never be conceived
otherwise. We may cite some distinct examples. In one
case, a person was transported by CRPF from Mumbai
to Rajouri in J&K so that he could see his father, like a
relay baton, from one jurisdiction to another. When the
condition of the father worsened, CRPF sought opinion
by specialised medical officers online. The Force then
ferried the father by requisitioning a helicopter. When
GMCH, Jammu expressed inability to treat, the ailing father
was rushed to PGI, Chandigarh in specially-equipped
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ambulances. The son reached the hospital just as the
old man was being wheeled into the operation theatre.
After a successful surgery and recovery, both were taken
to Poonch by the Force. At a different place, a pregnant
lady in a remote area was carried on shoulders for miles
by foot soldiers. In yet another case, a soldier took the
onslaught while protecting a labour camp from frenzied
local crowd that perceived them to be corona-carriers
and hence a threat. And yet, in another exemplary move,
a soldier on leave at home in Assam undertook a oneman drive to educate the local community on Covid-safe
living and conducted yoga meditation classes.
Public Campaign for Covid Appropriate Behaviour

•
•
•

•

CRPF launched an intensive and focused public
campaign for inculcating Covid-appropriate
behaviour in the country.
An action plan was prepared and circulated
among CRPF establishments and institutions.
A 100-day awareness campaign was launched
against Covid-19 to educate one family daily
to achieve a figure of educating 12 crore
citizens as part of the Jan Andolan campaign.
CRPF also conducted awareness programmes
in one village and ward per week in their
area of responsibility by broadly covering the
following issues:
¾¾ Wearing of mask all the time
¾¾ Hand-washing techniques and importance
¾¾ Do’s and don’ts in upcoming festive seasons
¾¾ Maintaining social distancing
¾¾ Hand-shake-free greetings
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¾¾ Immunity-boosting diets
¾¾ Exercise, physical fitness, yoga and
immunity building
¾¾ Displaying of banners, posters at
prominent points in villages
¾¾ Transmitting messages in local as well as
regional languages about not letting the
guard down.
¾¾ Testing and contact tracing

Similarly, CRPF medical experts participated in Covid
Care Centres specially put up in the national capital as
part of the Central response to the onus towards the
citizens.
HELPING PEOPLE IN DISTRESS

Some of the humble instances of humane service
during Covid are worth noticing:
• The CRPF personnel responded in case of
blood needed for thalassemia patients and
those in need of rare blood groups.
• CRPF worked in close coordination in
four states and a Union Territory in a lifesaving operation to airlift an ailing 50-yearold man from Rajouri to Jammu and then
transferred him to PGIMER, Chandigarh
while simultaneously tracing his son who was
cycling from Mumbai to reach his father.
• A CRPF doctor removed 30 metallic staples
overdue from a femur operation on 79-year
old Mrs Eapen in Patna, as she was unable to go
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•

•

•

out due to her frail health and the nationwide
lockdown. Her US-based sons were unable to
reach her amidst the unprecedented crisis.
Reacting to the call of a distressed father of a
five-day old baby who needed an urgent heart
operation, the CRPF arranged for the same.
Those who recovered from Covid and
developed antibodies also donated plasma
as per the demand by medical experts curing
acute Covid-infected patients.
Services of doctors, social influencers and
other catalysts were availed wherever found
feasible.

COGNITIVE STRENGTHENING

Managing the mind is the most important thing.
Hence, in order to create the right cognitions within
the warriors, besides setting examples, circulation of
right messages, direct address through virtual platforms
with correct narratives, workable ways and means were
constantly discussed. Right from the Hon’ble Home
Minister, senior officers spoke directly on the phone
with persons affected. Feeling of care and concern
was direct. In case of casualty, the facts were analysed
and co-morbidity risks were also shared. Special
compensation avenues were evolved for those who were
impacted. Those on leave or undergoing quarantine or
isolation were deemed to be on duty. Those who served
in containment zones and sacrificed their lives were
treated at par with Bharat ke Veer and listed on portals
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for people-sponsored financial supports to the families.
An all-out effort did pave the way as best as it could.
Fighting Covid to the Core: Immunity-boosting Nutrients

•
•

•

•

Advisories for strengthening the immune
system and factors which reduce the strength
of the immune system were issued in detail.
Directions for conducting online sessions
for immunity-boosting diet for the benefit
of CRPF personnel and their families were
issued to all field formations.
Authentic short videos on immunity-boosting
diet plan, available on the website of Ministry
of Ayush, were uploaded and displayed on the
CRPF ‘You Tube Channel’ to be further seen by
CRPF personnel and their families at leisure.
Several open-source videos related to
immune-boosting food drinks and nutrients
were also uploaded on the above channel.

Augmenting Cognitive Strengths and Convictions

•

•
•

A series of video conferences involving
ranges, units and the group centres and
other establishments were conducted and the
existing situation vis-à-vis corona threat was
assessed periodically while remedial measures
taken immediately towards counselling and
boosting the cognitive capabilities.
Ways and means to effectively undertake
precautions were disseminated.
Appeals were made through e-sammelans on
BISAG platform to pay special attention to the
hygiene and sanitation aspect in the camps
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•

•

and surrounding areas.
CRPF personnel as well as civilians were
educated on all precautions to be taken
through bulk SMS, signals, BISAG addresses
by DG and social media channels.
Confidence-building
measures
were
propagated.

GOING BACK TO NATURE

Experience showed that immunity augmentation is
the way. Oxygen content and quality does matter. Living
a life close to Nature, avoiding stress, walk, sun, water,
exercise, regulated diets, mental bliss showed greater
chances of survival through unknown mutations of
varied manifestations. Empirically, any other option was
seemingly no better than this. The behavioural changes
also were followed in tune with ‘wellness’ fundamentals.
COVTECHS

Cyber platforms, e-communications, apps, integration
of work-spaces at home, Covid-led architectural changes,
new office appliances for protection or shielding,
sanitisation of equipment, contactless or paperless
options evolved very fast. New businesses and startups came up with new options. New opportunities were
envisioned.
Major Cov-tech Solutions

•
•

Over 7 lakh personnel and family members
of CRPF downloaded the ‘Arogya Setu
Application’.
WhatsApp groups were created in CRPF
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•

•
•

•

with an aim to respond immediately on each
grievance projected by the members during
the Covid crisis.
To boost the morale of Force personnel, a
series of motivational video clippings and
messages on immunity-boosting diets and
techniques received from the Ministry of
Ayush were uploaded through the YouTube
media.
CRPF personnel as well as civilians were
educated through bulk SMS, signals and use
of social media.
Comprehensive directions to conduct online
sessions of yoga were issued to all formations
in order to avoid mental stress and build
immunity.
Educative videos were released on social
media in audio-visual format against the
spread of Covid.

EMERGENCY ADAPTATION

CRPF has deployment in far-flung, high-risk places.
Urban centres may offer different options, but remote
places have lesser opportunities. Hence ways and
means were evolved within given procedural framework
to redefine the need and the service or product
configurations. Flexibility on the part of chief executives
and financial controllers paved the way at least in case of
medical and life-saving domains.
COVID WARRIOR SYNERGIES
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Hon’ble Prime Minister specially organised thanksgiving moments by community to Covid warriors. This also
led to mutual synergy between doctors, health workers,
sanitation staff, hygiene functionaries, police, armed forces
and the supplier of essential services and inventories. A
heart-warming event where supply of one lakh surgical
masks to doctors and visiting patients at AIIMS, Delhi
through a mask-manufacturing centre was organised by
the Northern Sector of CRPF. Similarly, AIIMS-led initiatives
benefited CRPF doctors and other personnel, either for
prevention or cure at a faster pace. Opportunists tried to
exploit the situation, but right knowledge imparted by
AIIMS experts saved the CRPF warriors from acquiring
inventories that could be sub-optimal.
CRPF Response for Other Covid Warriors

•
•
•

Over 1,00,000 surgical masks prepared by
CRPF (NS) willing workers were distributed
to Trauma Centre, AIIMS, New Delhi.
Similarly, one lakh masks were also supplied
to AIIMS, Jhajjar (Haryana) during the Covid
pandemic.
39 doctors and 80 paramedical staff of CRPF
were deployed in Delhi-NCR to fight Covid
among the general public in view of the spike
in Covid cases.

SELF-MANAGEMENT

Fear of pandemic taught all lessons faster than any
tutor could do for years. Lifestyle management to varied
types of training, in professional as well as administrative
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domains, witnessed new lessons. It also extended to online
pre-promotional courses, online operational courses
and online capacity-building for various purposes. Selfmanagement also included new regimes of not letting the
mucus in nose or throat stay for long so as to facilitate the
incubation of viral load. Hence, steam inhalations, gargles
with suitable agents, cleansing of risk-borne segments
of the body, bathing habits, discarding clothes, shoes
and other items on once returning home from outside–
all became quick inductions in the self-management
domains. The enumeration may sound elementary to
those who could not realise its importance, but each thing
mattered. Many of us learnt how to wash hands properly
and really did that carefully, though having known for
years. Knowledge turned into real practice. The Damocles
sword was hanging. Covid incorporated something vital
in many of us – ‘the ego went faster than the e-ways’.
HUMAN RESOURCE (HR) MANAGEMENT

HR management became a crucial challenge. Many
of those at level-X abstained from workplace on some
pretext or the other; those on leave could not come back.
Those at work wished to go home to resolve the crisis
of emotions. Fighting Force had to be operational on
the job. How to manage at depleted strength? A further
crunch came when those on work got contaminated
while working at containment zones. The task increased
by 25 per cent while the strength depleted by 40 per
cent. Some casualties took place in Chhattisgarh; some
officers needed to be replaced; transfers and postings
became an issue. Some did not give up the personal
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agenda even during the Covid period and when
detected, they had to be transferred on administrative
grounds. Some top executives needed to be sent in field
for effective supervision, but they had their own list of
apprehensions. The deep-rooted culture of the Force
prevailed. Public service and loyalty remained on the
top. Those who lacked courage were given systemic
support and needed push. Even air services were
requisitioned for emergency movements. All stood up
to the level of excellence the Force is known for. New
inductions saw a setback; vacancies remained an issue.
Though the cycle began later once things opened up,
during tough periods, hiring options were evolved.
Some decentralisation processes were put in place in
consultation with the Financial Advisor for on-the-spot
hiring of medical experts. During this period, the HR
department utilised the time to bring in software-driven
transfer policy, update HR data of personnel, conduct
brainstorming exercises for next restructuring of the
Force and rationalise its systems.
MADADGAAR

One of the most important aspects was conversion of
local e-public-service CRPF platform of J&K to a national
platform. Any crisis call from anywhere in the country
was welcomed and teams were ready to connect with
the local functionaries and create favourable response
till the problem was resolved and the effectiveness of
deliverables was confirmed by the victims. It included
anything and everything under the sky which a destitute
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corona victim or situational sufferer could call for. It did
wonders!
SYSTEMIC REVIEWS DURING COVID

The Covid crisis gave CRPF senior executives
adequate time to rethink and rework on the systemic
changes. Hence deliberations were organised in each
field through e-platforms and crucial growth factors
were identified. This not only realigned the various
vectors of the largest IS force on dynamic conflict
grids with national security pre-requisites, but also
focused on robust HR profiling, internal support systems
and adaptability to external changes – ranging from
technology to legal sensitivities. This has been termed
as a vital game-changer, though as a value-added byproduct in the process of resurgence from the pandemic.
FINANCIAL AND BUDGETARY RATIONALISATIONS

It goes without saying that all funds were basically
diverted to Covid-related emancipation efforts
besides minimum sustenance on HR and ops terrains.
However, MHA supported the arenas where additional
funding was needed for operational strengthening and
augmenting human resource expertise through Force
multiplier factors. Healthcare, nevertheless remained an
unhindered priority.
COVID AN OPPORTUNITY

Every adversity has a hidden opportunity. CRPF too
learnt it and nurtured this principle ratified by its own
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experience. When we look back, the Covtech culture,
which was not coming to government offices for long,
has now become a reality, Away from artificial life,
natural surroundings have paved the way to a life close
to Nature or panchtatwas; environmental cleansing and
green architectural reinforcement; de-cluttering of the
mind and greater human confluence; new normals for
further growth and optimal sustenance that emanates
from the depictions made above in different fields. A
reason to say cheers! For the fighting Force, it meant
renewed zeal to zero down on the adversary.
INTEGRATING IN-HOUSE WITH FAMILIES

A Force so large and spread out, the CRPF family
facing separation from the breadearner for long, got
new lifestyle domains. CRPF Family Welfare Association
picked up a dozen goals, one for each month and
worked hard to create a centre of excellence in domains
of education, health, natural surroundings, care for
specially-abled members, immunity and nutrition,
counselling for blissful sustenance and so forth. The
attention, inclination and commitment were all in
place, perhaps owing to a fearsome adversary where all
needed a company to stay and sustain together.
SUPER ORDAINED GOALS

Hon’ble Home Minister motivated the Force by giving
special status to Covid warriors, declaring the year 2020
as the Year of Human Sensitivities, placing a target of tree
plantation of over 22 lakh trees to CRPF and 1.5 crore to
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all CAPFs and putting the onus to help specially-abled
people in the local community.
Similarly, Hon’ble Prime Minister lauded the role of
the Forces as Covid warriors, as well as Nature warriors.
He noticed each and every positive move and appreciated
in Maan Ki Baat on more than half a dozen occasions. The
Director General too initiated growth- oriented measures,
documented doctrines and mantras of success as well as
history of CRPF; carried stories of bravery, sacrifice and
greatness of the Force to the citizens; brought citizens
closer to the Force; decentralised and empowered the
cutting-edge levels; took concrete action towards career
progression and vertical integration of the Force; real
time connect between DG and the Force personnel;
facilitated participation of the Force in ‘Fit India’ and
‘Khelo India’ missions, national organ donation drive,
opened National Centre for Divyang Empowerment
at Rangareddy, Telangna empowering those who
sacrificed their limbs; special schemes for autistic
children; operationalising CRPF Institute of Immunity
& Nutrition; connecting with NoKs of the martyrs and
connecting them with the Force; integrating with the
veterans of the Force. In fact the whole Force drew such
a bigger line that the line of Covid threat became too tiny.
Life drew much higher synergies for different bliss levels
than before. Prompting Force to live more and more for
others changed their internal configurations further
with the path having no boundaries or limits. A road to
eternal bliss!
And most crucial for the top functionaries who
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cannot disappear but had to be there to lead, despite
criticism, despite rejection, despite hurdles. Once
direction, intentions and efforts were in place, the
breakthrough had to come at a more optimal level. The
rule of Nature prevails! War of perception could be at
its worst, but those who assume responsibility need to
lead and lead with a pious commitment, with collective
wisdom and for larger sustainable good of the last person
in the line. Covid has been a leadership-learning ground
too besides a battle-field of new dynamics that are yet
to be completely unfolded. CRPF warriors are now
undergoing Covishield vaccination as frontline workers
and participating in the process of further empirical
confirmations of the vaccination drive. They shall remain
catalysts in the National Counter-Covid Mission. The CR
quotient of CRPF is keeping the National Index high. We
shall also pay homage to Covid martyrs along with the
nation on Police Commemoration Day 2021, as per the
call given by Hon’ble Prime Minister during the recent
conclave of Head of all the Police Forces in the country.
Hail CRPF! Motto of ‘Service and Loyalty’ is well lived.


Developing new formats of connecting with
the Force personnel - the e-samvaad

Our cognitive abilities will help us to
overcome our physical limitations!

Empirical Analysis of Data
related to Covid-19

E

mpirical analysis is an evidence-based approach
to the study and interpretation of information. The
empirical approach relies on real-world data, metrics and
results rather than theories and concepts. It is imperative
to gather data and analyse on real-time basis as it helps
evolve strategy and policy interventions.
Early in the onset of the pandemic, the CRPF set into
motion awareness drives, sensitisation of personnel on
the importance of masks, hand washing and physical
distancing, set up quarantine centres, procured Covidrelated equipment and vamped up the medical setup. The Force also set up a dedicated centre to gather
information and data from the field so that it could be
analysed and, if necessary, be extrapolated, in order to
initiate interventions.
In April 2020, when the first case of spread was
reported in 31 Bn CRPF at Mayur Vihar, New Delhi, the
system of contact tracing and careful follow up of each
affected individual – whether symptomatic or otherwise,
was done so that logical conclusions could be drawn.
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It was still early days in the pandemic and not much
was known of the disease except that people with low
immunity and co-morbidities were more likely to suffer
and succumb.
The pandemic reached the country in early 2020. A
year later, the following graphs and tables bring forth an
analysis of the path it took and how it affected the Force.

Total Covid Cases and Deaths in the CRPF (April 2020–February, 2021)

The above depiction shows a spurt in the month of
May 2020, when the figures jumped five-fold in just one
month and then showed a rapid increase till the month of
September 2020, when it started showing a decrease. The
numbers rapidly fell in November 2020 and thereafter
exhibited a swift decline. By February 2020, the numbers
were down to 55 affected people.
A comparative analysis of the Force vis-à-vis the
national figures are shown below:
Cases per Lakh Population
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Recovery Rate
INDIA - 97.26 %
CRPF - 98.83 %

Recovery Rate
INDIA - 97.26 %
CRPF - 98.83 %

The rate of casualty for CRPF (0.51%) is almost onethird of the national percentage (1.43%). This could
be attributed to better immunity, physical and mental
fitness and medical care.
CASUALTIES DUE TO COVID

Nation-wide, the number of causalities rose as the
affected cases increased and exhibited a steep decline
after September 2020.

Nation-wide Deaths

A similar trajectory was seen within the Force as
exhibited below:
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Deaths Due to Covid-19 in CRPF

It can be amply seen that while the rise in cases
was exponential, the casualty rate was restricted as
the Force adopted an aggressive policy of ensuring
all precautionary measures, following strict policy of
quarantine and implementing follow-up action.
A further analysis of the casualties was carried out
on the basis of geographical distribution. Maharashtra
had the maximum number of cases in the country while
within the Force, the Union Territory of Jammu & Kashmir
had the maximum number of personnel affected. This
can be attributed to maximum deployment of personnel
in the Union Territory.
A similar path can be seen for casualties within the
Force wherein 22 personnel succumbed to the pandemic
in the Union Territory.
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State-wise Deaths due to Covid in CRPF

WOMEN AND COVID
Since the factors affecting the spread of Covid were
not clear, the Force made a conscious effort to gather data
on the basis of gender and this is shown below:
Male :

15,190

Female: 118

The Force suffered 79 casualties and all were male.
Of these, 40 had co-morbidities.
CENTRAL ARMED POLICE FORCE

It would be of interest to see how other similarly
placed Forces fared against the pandemic.
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Total

Percentage

Cases

Affected

2,97,345

15,308

5.14 %

1,57,492

11,273

7.18 %

4,724

5.34 %

CAPF

Strength

CRPF
CISF

BSF
SSB

ITBP
NSG

2,36,020
97,792
88,437
10,844

14,615

6.19 %

5,724

5.85 %

346

3.19 %

Recovered

Death

15,129

79

11,151

44

14,536
5,702
4,699
345

48
14
13
0

While the CRPF has the largest strength and is
deployed across the length and breadth of the country,
the Force exhibited resilience and true to its character,
it was able to face the crisis with grit and determination.
—Amit Kumar



CRPF honoured medical Covid warriors recognising
their services that kept up their morale

Life may not become any easier,
but we will certainly become more resilient

Covid did not deter us from duty: evacuation during crisis

Storms unlock your hidden potential

